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Motivation
Huge performance gap between supervised and self-supervised 
adversarial training
• Performance gap between self-supervised and supervised 

standard training (self/sup-ST): less than 1%. [1, 2]
• Performance gap between self-supervised and supervised 

adversarial training (self/sup-AT): more than 8%. [3, 4]

Contributions
• Analysis: Fierce data augmentation hinders self-AT. We reveal 

the reason behind the robustness gap between self-AT and sup-AT, 
i.e., the widely adopted aggressive data augmentations in self-
supervised learning may bring the issues of training-test distribution 
shift and class inseparability.

• Method: Dynamic Augmentation Strategy. We propose a 
dynamic augmentation strategy along the training process to balance 
the need for strong augmentations for representation and mild 
augmentations for robustness, called Dynamic Adversarial 
Contrastive Learning (DYNACL) with its variant DYNACL++.

• State-of-the-art Results. Experiments show that our proposed 
methods improve clean accuracy and robustness over existing self-
AT methods by a large margin. Notably, DYNACL++ enhances the 
robustness of ACL [3] from 37.62% to 46.46% on CIFAR-10, 
which is even slightly better than vanilla sup-AT.

What is the key factor that prevents self-AT from obtaining 
comparable robustness to sup-AT?
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Discoveries

Dilemma in self-AT: Neither strong nor weak augmentation strength is 
suitable enough.

• Strong augmentation in self-AT enlarges the training-test distribution 
gap and the classwise distance, thus hurting the model’s robustness.

supervised AT

• Decreasing the augmentation strength in contrastive learning hurts 
the performance.  

• Strong augmentation is harmful to self-ST, and setting a medium 
aug. strength could bring improvements. However, further 
decreasing the augmentation strength is detrimental. 

Method

DYNACL: Dynamic Adversarial Contrastive Learning
• We propose to treat the augmentation strength 𝑠 as a dynamic 

parameter 𝑠(𝑡) that varies along current epoch t. 
• Specifically, we gradually anneal 𝑠 from 1 to 0 throughout the 

training process.
• This way, the model could learn meaningful representations at 

earlier training stages. Afterward, aug. annealing mitigates the 
distribution gap and narrow classwise distance, thus benefiting 
robustness.

𝑇: total training epochs, 𝐾:	data reload frequency, 𝑡: current epoch

DYNACL++: DYNACL with fast post-processing
• Clustering

• Pseudo Adversarial Training

For the 𝑡-th epoch, our loss is formulate as:

𝑔!，𝑔": backbone routes, 𝑤(𝑡): dynamic weight

Experiments
• Comparative results under the self-supervised standard linear 

finetuning protocol and semi-supervised learning.

DYNACL surpasses existing self-AT baselines and achieves better 
results than its vanilla sup-AT [4] counterpart.
Robustness is measured by Auto-Attack (AA) [5]. SA stands for 
standard accuracy. 
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